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Abstract 
We generalize the well-known Witt Theorem about the extensions of multiply transitive 
groups to imprimitive groups which are transitive on some t-tuples (t ~> 2) having a special 
property. A nontrivial application is also given. 
I. Introduction 
The Witt Theorem [8] on one-point transitive xtensions of permutation groups is 
a major tool in some classical constructions of t-transitive groups for t > 2. It gives 
sufficient (and necessary) conditions for a t-transitive permutation group G on the set 
X (with t/> 2) to be extendable toanother one which is just (t + 1)-transitive; that is, it 
provides conditions o that it is possible to add a new element ~ to the set X, and 
a new permutation h to G in such a way that the group (g, generated by G and h, is 
(t + 1)-transitive on Xu  { ~ } and Go = G. Similar conditions were recently given by 
Quattrocchi and Sisi [6] in the case where G is only a set of permutations (without 
being necessarily a group). If G is a permutation group on the finite set X which is 
t-transitive, it is known that G is connected with t-designs. Witt, using his theorem on 
extensions, constructed the Mathieu groups and the associated t-designs which are 
nowadays called Witt designs [8, 9]. The close connection between transitive xten- 
sions of groups and extensions of t-designs was then studied mainly by Hughes (see for 
instance [4]). 
Now let G be an imprimitive permutation group on X and R the equivalence 
relation on X associated with a fixed imprimitive block system. Suppose that, for 
t ~> 2, G has the following property: 
- -  For any two t-tuples (xl, X2 . . . . .  Xt) and (yl, Y2 . . . .  , Yt) of pairwise non-R-equiva- 
lent elements of X there exists an element g ~ G with Yi = g(xi) for all i = 1, 2 . . . . .  t. 
In the finite case, it is possible (see [7]) to associate with such an imprimitive group 
some t-divisible design in a natural way. So, in order to obtain t-divisible designs for 
greater t, it is natural to ask the following question. Is it again possible to add, as Witt 
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did, a new permutation h to G and a new element oo to X such that one gets a new 
imprimitive group G which has the above property for t + 1 and fulfills 600 = G? 
In this note we shall answer this question positively, even if we must add a set Xoo of 
new elements containing oo to the set X and a set of new permutations containing 
h to G. As an application we shall prove that the projective group PGL2(A), where 
A is a commutative local ring, can be constructed as an extension of the affine group 
AGLI(A) acting on A. 
2. Definitions and first properties 
Let X be a finite or infinite set and R an equivalence relation on X. Later on we 
shall always suppose that R is different from the total relation X x X. As usual, if 
(x, y) ~ R we shall write x R y and we shall say that x and y are R-equivalent, ,q will 
denote the partition of X associated with R and, if x ~ X, X~ will denote the R-class 
containing x. A permutation f on X is said to be an R-permutation if f is R- 
admissible, that is, if, whenever x, y e X, we have 
xRy if and only if f (x )R  f (y) .  
If Aut(X,R) denotes the group of all R-permutations ( ee [2]), we shall call any 
subgroup of Aut(X, R) an R-permutation group. Let G be an R-permutation group and 
t a positive integer. G will be said to be t-R-transitive if, for every two ordered t-tuples 
(Xl, x2,. . . ,  xt) and (Yl, Y2 .. . . .  Yt) of pairwise non-R-equivalent elements of X, there 
exists an element g E G such that g(xi) = yi for every i = 1, 2 . . . . .  t. G will be called 
sharply t-R-transitive if the element g is unique. In the case where t = 1, we shall 
simply say that G is transitive on X. Note that, for a transitive R-permutation group, 
the R-classes have all the same cardinality and that they form just an imprimitive 
block system when R is not the identity relation Rid. Conversely any imprimitive 
permutation group is an R-permutation group where R( # Rid ) is the equivalence 
relation associated with a fixed imprimitive block system. Moreover note that any 
permutation group can be considered as an R-permutation group where R = Rid and, 
throughout the paper, we do not exclude this case. If S is a subset of X, as usual Gs 
denotes the setwise stabilizer of S and, in the case where S = {x}, we shall write G~ 
instead of Gs. 
Proposition 1. Let G be a transitive R-permutation group on the set X and x an element 
of X. Then 
(i) G is (sharply) t-R-transitive for t ~ 2 if and only if Gx is (sharply) (t - 1)-R- 
transitive on X - Xx; 
(ii) G is 2-R-transitive if and only if G = Gxxu GxhGxfor any h ~ G - Gxx. 
Proof. Of course if G is (sharply) t-R-transitive, then Gx is (sharply) (t - 1)-R-transi- 
tive on X -  Xx. Now, suppose G~ is ( t -  1)-R-transitive on X -  X~ and let 
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(X l ,  X2 ,  . . .  , Xt) and (Yl, Y2 . . . . .  Yt) be two ordered t-tuples of pairwise non-R-equivalent 
elements of X. By transitivity of G on X, there exist two R-permutations 91and 92 in 
G such that 91(xl) = x and g2(Yl) = x. Since any element of G is R-admissible, we 
have that (gl(Xl) .... , gl (xt)) and (g2 (Yl) .... , g2 (Yt)) are also t-tuples of pairwise non-R- 
equivalent elements. So (91(x2), ..., gl(xt)) and (g2(Y2), ..., g2(Y,)) are (t - 1)-tuples of 
pairwise non-R-equivalent elements of X - Xx. Thus, by hypothesis, there exists h ~ Gx 
with hgl (xi) = g2(yi) for all i = 2, ..., t and we have g2 lh91 (xi) = Yi for all i = 1, 2, ..., t. 
Obviously g21 hgl is unique if and only if h is unique, and so (1) is proved. 
Let G be 2-R-transitive and h ~ G - Gxx. For any element g~ G - Gxx we have that 
g-1 ~ G - Gx~ and so g- l (x)¢Xx since g is R-admissible. Thus 9-1(x) and x are not 
R-equivalent. Therefore by hypothesis we have h-l(x) and x are not R-equivalent 
either. It follows that there exists fE  G such that f (h- l (x))  = g- l(x) and f(x) = x 
because G is 2-R-transitive. So gfh -1 and f belong to Gx. This gives 
g~G~hG~_GxuG~hG~.  Thus we have G=GxwG~hG~. Let conversely 
G = GxwG~hG~. Given y,z ~ X - X~, then since G is transitive on X we can find 
gl, g2 ~ G such that gl (x) = y and g2(x) = z. Obviously gl and g2 are not in Gx~, so we 
must have ga=f~hf2 and g2=f(hf~ with f~,fz,  f / , f~Gx.  It follows that 
g2=f~gl f  *,  where f *=f / f1 -1  and f~'=f2-1f~ belong to Gx. Then 
fl*(Y) =fl*gl(x) =f*g l f * (x )  = g2(x) = z. Thus Gx is transitive on X - X~ and, by 
(i), G is 2-R-transitive on X. This completes the proof. [] 
Now suppose G is an R-permutation group on X. Let ~ be an element of the set 
X~ and X = XwX~ where X~X~ = 0. Let /~ be the equivalence relation on 
)( associated with the R-classes and Xo~ and suppose G is an/~-permutation group on 
)(. We will say that d is a transitive xtension of G if 
(1) d is transitive on X; 
(2) Gx~ = HG~ where H is subgroup of G which is sharply transitive on X~ and 
d~,  considered in its action on X, is equal to G. 
In the case where R is the identity relation the above definition is the classical one 
where H = {id}. By Proposition 1 we have that a transitive extension of G is 
(t + 1)-/~-transitive if and only if G is t-R-transitive. Note that, by transitivity of d on 
X, the/~-classes have the same cardinality. 
Example 1. Let A be a not necessarily commutative local ring, J its Jacobson radical 
and A* the group of multiplicative units of A. Suppose that G is the affine group 
AGLI(A) over A, that is G = {fa,bla ~ A* and b ~ A} where fa,b:A ~ A is defined by 
fa, b(X) = ax + b for every x e A, and consider in A the equivalence relation R induced 
by J (that is, the relation R defined by x R y if and only if x - y e J). It is easy to see 
that G is a sharply 2-R-transitive group on A. Now, let G '= {gala ~ A*}, where 
ga:A*---~A* is defined by ga(X)= ax, and suppose that A* is provided with the 
equivalence relation R' whose classes are the right cosets of its subgroup J + 1, then 
G' is a 1-R'-transitive group on A*. Note that R is equal to the relation associated 
with the R'-classes and the set J, and A = A*u J  with A*n J  =0.  Moreover 
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H = { fLb lb  ~ J} is a subgroup of G which is sharply transitive on J and Gj = HGo 
where Go is equal to G' when it acts on A*. Therefore G is a transitive xtension of G'. 
Note that if A is not commutative and we consider the large affine group 
L = {f~,d,b[a,d ~A* and b ~ A}, where f~.d.b:A ~ A is defined by f f ,  d,b(X) = axd + b, 
then L is not an extension of G' because Lo # G'. 
In the finite case, other examples of transitive xtensions can be found in [7]. 
Proposition 2. Let G be a transitive R-permutation group on X and x ~ X.  G is 
a transitive xtension of  Gx, considered in its action on X - X~, if and only if G admits 
a subgroup H c_ Gxx which is sharply transitive on Xx. 
Proof. Clearly by definition if G is a transitive extension of Gx, then there exists 
H sharply transitive on Xx. Now, let g ~ Gxx and suppose g(x) = y for some y e X~. 
Since H is transitive on Xx, there exists h ~ H such that h(x) = y. So h-  ~g e Gx and we 
have g E HG~. Thus Gx~ = HG~ and G is a transitive xtension of G~. [] 
Note that if G is a transitive xtension of G~ for some x e X, then G is a transitive 
extension of G r for every y ~ X. This follows from the transitivity of G on X. In fact, if 
g e G with g(x) = y and H is the subgroup of G sharply transitive on X~, then g H g-  ~ 
is sharply transitive on X r. 
3. Witt's theorem for R-permutation groups 
Before we state our theorem on the existence of a transitive extension of an 
R-permutation group, we want to recall Witt's well-known theorem in a slightly more 
general form (see [3, 5]). 
Theorem 1 (Witt [9]). Let G be a t-transitive group on X with t >>. 2. Let oo denote an 
element which is not in X and let G act on X = X w { ~ } f ixing ~.  Suppose there are 
x, y ~ X,  g ~ G and h e Sym(X) such that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(a) g switches x and y, h f ixes y and switches x and ~;  
(b) (gh) 3 and h 2 are in G; 
(c) hGxh = Gx. 
Then the group G = (G, h)  acts on X as a transitive xtension of  G. 
The conditions of the above theorem, although seemingly complicated, are fulfilled 
in many cases. In practice g and h are often chosen in such a way that (gh) 3 = 1 = h 2. 
Theorem 2. Let G be a t-R-transitive group on X with t >1 2. Let X = XwX~,  with 
X~ r~ X = 0 and oo ~ X~,  and R be the relation on X induced by R and X~.  Extend the 
action of  G on X in such a way that G f ixes oo and G ~ Aut(X,/~). Suppose there 
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are non-R-equivalent elements x, y • X, h • Aut(X, R) and g • G such that (a) and (b) of 
Theorem 1 hold. Moreover, suppose the following condition is satisfied: 
(c') There exists a subgroup H of Aut(X, R) sharply transitive on Xoo with 
HG = GH and h(HG)x h = (HG)x . 
Then G -- ( G, H, h) is a ~i-permutation group on X which is a transitive xtension of G. 
Proofi We start by proving that G := HGuHGhHG is a subgroup of Aut(X,R).  
Clearly 1~ is contained in AutO~,/i). Let k be an element of 17. If k • HG, since by (c') 
HG is a group, k- 1 • HG c_ 17. If k • HGhHG, then k = hxglhh2g2 with hi, h2 • H and 
gl, g2 • G, and so k -  i = g~ lh~ i h-  lg i- 1hi- 1. But H and G are permutable and, see (b), 
h 2•Gg ives , fo rsomeg•G,h -1  g - ih .  Thenk-~ * * -~ * * =- = h2g2g hhl gl • HGhHG ~_ 17 
where g21h21 • • • • h2g2 • HG and g~-lh~ i • = =h~gl HG. Let now k~,k2•17. If 
k l ,  k 2 • HG, then k~k2 • HG since HG is a group. If kx • HG and k 2 • HGhHG, then 
k l=h lg l  and kE=hEgEhh3g 3 where h l ,hE ,haEH and g l ,g2 ,gaEG.  Thus 
klk2 = (hlglh2gE)hhag3 • HGhHG c_ 17. Suppose now both kl and k 2 are in HGhHG, 
using again the fact that HG is a group, it is easy to see that klk 2 • HG(hHGh)HG. So 
if we show that hHGh c_ 17, then G will be a group. Note that, since h 2 fiXeS X and 
h E • G, we  have h 2 • G x. But G is a R-permutat ion group. So h 2 • G x ~ (HG)x. From 
h(HG)x h = (HG)x~ it follows that 
h(HG)xx = (HG)x h. (1) 
Moreover  from (gh) 3 • G, we obtain that hgh • g- ~h- 1G and so, since h 2 • G if and 
only if h- IG = hG, we have 
hgh • g- XhG. (2) 
Now, HG acts on X as a t-R-transitive group because it contains G. Thus, by (ii) of 
Proposit ion 1, HG = (HG)xw(HG)xg(HG)~ since g eHG-  (HG)xx. So we have 
h(HG)h = h((HG)xw(HG)~g(HG)~)h = (HG)xwh(HG)~g(HG)xh. It follows from 
(1), (c') and (HG)~ c_ (HG)x~ that h(HG)h ~_ (HG)xu(HG)xhgh(HG)x~ and by 
(2) h(HG)h c (HG)xxw(HG)x~g-lhG(HG)xx c_ HGwHGhHG = G as required. 
Therefore 17 is an / i -permutat ion  group on X and it is easily seen that 17 = (G,H, h). 
Furthermore 17 is a transitive xtension of G. In fact, if k e 17 fixes the/i -class Xoo and 
k•HGhHG,  then k=hlg lhh2g2 for some h l ,h2•H and gl ,g2eG,  and so 
hlglhh2g2( go ) • Xoo. This implies h(X~) = Xoo and x = h( go ) • Xoo contradicting 
x • X nd Xc~X~o = 0. Thus 17x~ c_ HG. But HG c_ C,x~ since both H and G fix X~.  
So that 17x~ = HG. By hypothesis G ___ 17oo, while if k • (7 and k( go ) = oo, then 
ke  17x~ = HG. Thus if k = higl with hi •H  and gl •G,  we have hlgl(oo) = Go, 
from which hi ( c~ ) = oo. But H is sharply transitive on Xoo, so hi = id and we obtain 
k = g~ • G, that is Go~ c__ G. Thus 17o~ = G and the theorem now is completely 
proved. [] 
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We note that the conditions of the above theorem are also necessary. In fact, let 
G be an R-permutation group on X which is t-R-transitive with t 1> 2. 
If (~ acts on X and if it is a transitive xtension of G where X = XwX~o with 
XnX~ = 0 and oo e X, then by Proposition 1G is at least 3-/~-transitive. Thus there 
exists heG such that, if x, yeX with x.Ry, h(x)= oo, h (~)=x and h(y)=y.  
Moreover, since G is at least 2-R-transitive on X, there exists 9 e G such that g(x) = y 
and g(y)= x. Note that g (~)= ~ because, by hypothesis, G = Goo. It follows 
that (9h)a(~) = ~ and h2(~)  = or. So that both (9h) 3 and h 2 belong to Go~ = G 
and (b) is satisfied. Let H be the subgroup of G such that (~x~ = H(~.  Obviously 
HG = GH since HG is a group. Furthermore, if f e (HG)xx, then f (x)  R x and, since 
HG = Gx~, we also have f (  go )/~ oo. It follows that hfh(x) = h(f(  go ) e Xx and 
h fh(  co ) = h( f  (x)) e Xoo. Therefore hfh  e (HG)xx and so h(HG)x h ~_ (HG)xx. In the 
same way we obtain that h- ~ (HG)xxh- ~ c_ (HG)xx and so (c') holds too. This allows 
us to give the following corollary. 
Corollary 1. Let G be a t-R-transitive group on X with t >>. 2, X = XuX~ with 
X nXoo = 0 (oo e Xoo) and R the equivalence relation on X induced by R and Xo~. 
Suppose G acts on X fixing ~ and G <<. Aut(X, R ). Then, there exists an R-permutation 
group on X which is a transitive xtension of G if and only if the conditions (a), (b) and (c') 
of Theorem 2 are satisfied. 
4. The construction 
Let A be a local ring, J its radical and A* = A - J its unit group. Suppose to 
simplify calculations that A is commutative. As in Example 1, let A be provided 
with the equivalence relation R induced by J and consider the affine group 
AGL1 (A) = {fa, b la e A* and b e A} in its 2-R-transitive action on A. (In the noncom- 
mutative case, it will be necessary to start from the large affine group.) Using 
Theorem 2, we will construct a transitive extension of AGL~(A) which will be 
equivalent o the projective group PGLE(A) in its action on the projective line 
PG1 (A). Remember that, if GL2 (A) is the group of all invertible 2 x 2 matrices over A, 
PGLz(A) := GL2(A)/(centre GL2(A)). Whereas the projective line PGI(A) over A is 
defined as the set of A-free direct summands of rank 1 of the A-module A 2 (see [1]). It 
is not difficult to show that PGI(A) can be represented as the disjoint union of 
A~:= {(x, 1)Alx e A} and J~:= {(1,m)Alme J}. 
Theorem 3. Let AGLI(A) be the affine group considered in its action on the local 
commutative ring A. Then there exists a transitive extension of AGLI(A) which is 
equivalent to the projective group PGL2 (A ) acting on the projective line PG1 (A ). So we 
have that PGLE(A) is sharply 3-R-transitive. 
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Proof. Let Xo~ be a set disjoint from A which has the same cardinality of J. So that 
there is a one-to-one map a of J onto X~.  Let us denote by m' the image ~(m) of the 
element m • J and set ~ = 0'. Consider now the set X = A w Xo~ provided with the 
relation/~ defined by the R-classes and Xo~. Set G = AGL1 (A) and extend the action 
of G on X~o, in such a way as to have G ~ Aut(X,/~), by 
f,,b(rn') = (m(a + bm)- 1), if fa,b • G and m' ~ Xo~. 
Note that, a + bm is a unit of A because a • A* and m • J. Clearly every element of 
G fixes oe. Let h be the permutat ion of X defined by h(m) = m' and h(m') = m i fm • J, 
while h(x) = x -  1 if x • A*. Of course, if rnl, m2 • J, ml/1 m2 if and only if m]/~ rn~. 
Moreover  if x l ,x2  • A* and Xl/~x2, then xl - x2 • J, that is x lx21  • j + 1. Thus 
also x2x;  1 • j + 1 because J + 1 is a multiplicative group. It follows xi- 1 _ x21 e J, 
that is h(x l )Rh(x2)  and so h • Aut(X,R).  Clearly h switches 0 and o0, fixes 1 and 
h 2 - - id  • G. Now if we set g =f_~,  1, we have that g (0)= 1 and g(1) - -0 .  Further, 
since 9h(m)= ( re (m-1) -1 )  ' and gh(m')= 1 -  rn if m• J, and gh(x) - - -1 -  x -1 if 
x • A*, we have that, for every x • A*, (gh)3(x) = (gh)2(1 - x - l ) .  If 1 - x -1 • J, then 
(gh)a(x )=gh( ( -1 -x -1 )x )  ') and, since also - (1 -x -X)x• J ,  we obtain 
(gh)3(x) = X. In the case where 1 - x -1  • A*, (9h)3(x) = 9h(1 - (1 - x -  1)-1) = 
gh( -x - l (1 -  x - l )  -1) and, since -x  -1 and (1 -x - l )  -1 belong to A*, we have 
(gh)3(x) = X. In a similar way, it is easy to check that (gh)3(m) = m and (gh)3(m ') = m'. 
Thus (gh) 3 = id • G and (a) and (b) of Theorem 2 hold. Now set H = {hfl,bh[ b • J}. 
Clearly H is a subgroup of Aut(X, R), and it is sharply transitive on Xo~. In fact if 
m' • X~ there exists only one element hfl , , ,h • H with hfl,mh( oc ) = rn'. In order to 
show that HG = GH and h(HG)xo h = (HG)xo, we will prove the following equality for 
all me J, a•  A* and b•  A: 
hfl,mhf,,b =f , ,  +mb)-~,b(1 +rob) ,hfl,ma(1 +rob) -lh. (3) 
Denote by ~i the left-hand side and by y the right-hand side of the above equality. If 
x • J and ax + b • J, then ~(x) = y(x) if and only if 
(ax + b)(1 + rn(ax + b)) -1 = a(1 + mb)-2x(1 + ma(1 + mb) - lx )  -1 
+ b(1 + rnb)- 1. (4) 
But it is easy to show that (1 + mb)(ax + b) = (a(1 + rob)- 1 x(1 + ma(1 + rob)- ~x)- ~ + b) 
(1 + m(ax + b)). Hence (4) holds. If x • J and ax + b • A*, then 
~(x) = ((ax + b)- 1 + m)- 1 is equal to the left-hand side of (4), and ?(x) is equal to the 
right-hand side of(4). So (3) is true for every x • J. In a similar way, using again (4), it is 
not difficult to check that ~(x) = 7(x) for every x • A*. Now suppose n' • Xo~. Then 
~(n') = y(n') if and only if n(a + bn) -1 + m =(n + ma(1 + mb) -1) (a(1 + rob) -2 + 
b(1 + rob)- l(n + ma(1 + mb)- 1))- 1. After some rearrangement we see that this equal- 
ity is true too. So (3) is proved. Let z eHG,  so that z = hfl.mhf,,b for some 
m•J ,  a•A*  and b•A.  Suppose n•X 0=J .  If b• J ,  then an+b• J  and so 
z(n) = (an + b)(1 + re(an + b))- 1 • Xo. Whereas if b~J, then an + b • A* and so 
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z(n) = ((an + b)- 1 + m)- 1CXo. Thus z ~ (HG)xo if and only if b ~ J. It follows that 
whenever z = hfa,mhfa, b ~ (HG)xo we have b(1 + mb)- l~ J. But fc, a ~ GXo iff d e J. 
Thus, by (3), z =f ,  tl + mb)-2,btl +,,b)-'hfl,,.,tl +,,b)-lh ~ Gxo H and, since GxoH ~_ (HG)xo, 
we have (HG)xo = GxoH. Moreover a direct calculation shows that hHh ~_ G and 
hGxo h ~_ GH = HG. Then h(HG)xo h = hGxo Hh = (hGxo h) (hHh) ~_ HG. This implies 
(c') of Theorem 2 because h(HG)xo h fixes Xo. Thus by Theorem 2, G = (G ,H,h)  is 
a transitive xtension of AGLa(A). Moreover, since AGLI(A) is sharply 2-R-transi- 
tive, we have that G is sharply 3-/~-transitive on X. Consider now the one-to-one 
correspondence fl:)? ~ PG~ (A) defined by fl(x) = (x, 1)A if x ~ A and fl(m') = (1, m)A 
if m'~X~o. For every 9~G, let ~o(9) be the permutation of PGI(A) defined by 
tp(g)(fl(x)) = fl(9(x)). If K = {q~(9) [ 9 ~ G}, it is immediate to see that ~o: G ~ K is an 
isomorphism and so K is equivalent to G. Moreover, if 
denotes the element of PGL2(A) represented by the matrix 
(a 
we have that 
if 
and 
g=fa,beG,  
011 
i f9 = hfa,mh~H. So if 
z=[~ ~1 and c~J ,  
then a,d e A* and we obtain that z = qg(hfl,a-,cd-,h) (p(fa(1-a-,cd-lb)-X,b(1-a tcd-,b) 1), 
Whereas if c e A*, then b-  ac- ld ~ A* and we have that z = q~(fb-ac-'a, c-') ~o(h) 
~o(f~,a). Thus q~(G), q~(H) and ~o(h) generate PGL2(A). But they also generate K. 
Therefore PGL2(A) = K and the theorem is shown. [] 
Remark. As in the classical case when A is a field, by the above theorem, PGL2(A) 
can be represented on X = A wX~ by the following linear fractional trans- 
formations: 
ax+b 
x ~ - -  w i thad-cbeA*  
cx +d 
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where 
ax + b (cx + d~' 
cx + a := \ N-TgJ x 
if x e A and cx + de, l ,  
an' + b /c  + dn~' 
cn' +~" ~a--7~n) ~ X°° 
if n' 6 Xoo and c ~ J, and 
an' + b a + bn 
cn' + d c + dn 
if n' e X~o and c ~ A*. 
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